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School tells animal tales
ST. VITAL

By DAN FALLOON
STAFF REPORTER
dan.falloon@canstarnews.com
If you listen closely, you can hear students
telling tales out of Bird’s Hill School.
After introducing an Aboriginal storytelling project in the 2011-12 school year, the
school expanded it for this year, bringing
in River East Transcona School Division
inclusion specialist Corey Kapilik to work
alongside teacher-librarian Darcie Mitchell
this time around. The two began making
plans for the project in November, and it began when students returned from Christmas
break in January.
Students saw the stories through from
creation to performance, and even designed
their own masks to represent an animal
character in the story.
The content of the stories focused on why

certain animals have certain characteristics.
To help build on the project, the school
brought in Star Dome mobile planetarium
on Feb. 6 and 7 to tell Aboriginal stories seen
in the constellations. Each class congregated in a dome in the school gymnasium,
and owner/operator Darren Townsley told
stories by pointing out constellations on a
projection of the sky.
One story included how some view the Big
Dipper as a squirrel who saved summer but
was later pinned to the roof of the sky by an
angry winter spirit.
Townsley, a St. Vital resident, said being
able to analyze the night sky adds context to
the stories, as past cultures used it as both a
calendar and a compass. As well, he said retelling stories under a night sky more closely
replicates how they were originally told.
“Showing is different than just talking
about it,” he said.
For more on Star Dome, visit www.stardome.ca.
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Grade 6 students at Bird’s Hill School create masks as part of their Aboriginal
storytelling unit.
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